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About This Game
Run and Jump is a challenging 3D platformer game.
Gameplay:
Run along a path generated before until you reach the finish line. You must be quick, the path only lasts for a few seconds
before disappearing.
Each level consists of multiple stages that will modify the path ahead of you. The path is randomly generated, so each attempt
will be unique.

4 unique levels.
3 different modes: Practice, Normal and Challenge.
Several hours of challenging, addictive and frustrating game play.
In game leaderboard for best scores.
Progress and High scores saved.
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Joni Bäckström
Publisher:
Joni Bäckström
Release Date: 20 Feb, 2018
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Pretty premium.. It is fun to play on the side of YouTube. You can easily run this during other games as well. It is easy to listen
and play (like Comedy Night). The game is addictive and semi-hard.. Pretty premium.. Please, can you update the level?.
Damnn really nice game it made me feel like im in space. Good game for a good price. Mash buttons, hope you land on a block,
retry a billion times. Pleasantly surprised by how inventive the levels get.. I would reccomend it if you are a windows user but
im on a mac right now and it is very unoptimized and takes a while to load when you click a button. please fix and for now im
getting refunded.. this game is so good. thhe graphics are stunning, and for a dollar? its a must get.
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NICE Game, its hard to play but it fun to play too with music :). this game is so good. thhe graphics are stunning, and for a
dollar? its a must get.. pros: a platformer
cons:
on the upslopes it seems sometimes you can slip between the blocks where there isnt a gap e.g. ~30% on level 1
level 2 has a similar problem but is mostly fine
level 3 was fine
level 4: hard to work out where the surfaces started\/ended at the start

overall needs a lot of polishing for it to be worth spending any money on.. This game seems normal at first but its hella tough to
beat.. Awesome game for a cheap price!. Challenging and Fun game.
10\/10.. fun game for the price, i wish it was a little more AESTHETIC tho. Best 40 cent i've ever spent.
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